Dear Agora Ladies,
This Agora newsletter is dedicated to the sensational AGM that
took place in the beginning of October in Gent, Belgium.
Thank you AC Belgium - well done !!
María Erla,
ACI Secretary 2017-2019
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Welcome to our Newsletter, the first since our AGM in Ghent
last month, so it is fitting to begin with thanking the
conference conveners and committee, who left no stone
unturned for us to have a great time. The photos taken by
Anne Higuet, tasked with the photography speak volumes. The
happy faces captured showed the friendship we share and the
general atmosphere of a most enjoyable weekend. Thank
you…thank you…..
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This Newsletter will be dedicating to the past and present Board, to the conference committee,
and to the delegates who attended.
When Isabelle passed on her jewels during the Gala
Dinner, I remember saying that I had no idea what I
got myself into…
this is partly true, as during October, I was home for
less than a week in total! But during this month, I
was overwhelmed by the friendship, hospitality and
commitment from so many, the ladies in Morocco,
who are organising the ACI AGM in October 2019,
The RT family with whom we had 2 meetings on
October, Ghent and in Marrakech during the HYM of
the 41ers and TCI,
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and with the Icelandic ladies, who hosted us during our Board Meeting.

It is indeed a privilege and hope that I will be a good ambassador for Agora and that the story
which inspired my motto A little help makes a BIG difference will inspire others.
There is much more to look forward to during this Agora year. Working closely with the board,
Chris, Isabelle, Maria Erla and Vandana.
We all have one thing in common which is friendship and service. I intend to keep in contact
with all the National Boards to exchange ideas on how to grow our organisation in numbers but
also in exposure.
Our first HYM in Brussels in April at the same time as the AGM for the 41-club international and
the AGM for Tangent Club International, will indeed be the right forum to do this.
I am looking forward to chartering Zimbabwe in March and Luxembourg in June, to welcome
them to our family, to attend events organised by the Round Table family and finally, I am
looking forward to experiencing the next mission of Eyes for the World.
This is the privilege.

Lots of love and friendship
Anna Tabone
ACI President 2018-19
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Dear Agora members, all over the world,

My international Agora journey started in October in Gent, Belgium at the ACI conference. In the beautiful
aula of Gent you voted in favour for me as international vice president.. Thank you.

As I was the only candidate, winning this election will be the most easy part of the job. I just jumped in this
international agora life with an open mind and with a lot of pleasure.

My goal this year is getting acquainted with you, ladies, all over the world. It’s easy nowadays with the
social media: Facebook, WhatsApp, mail, skype , our Agora Club International site
(http://www.agoraclubinternational.com) or the old fashioned way, the newsletter, phone, being present
at your meetings, Charters, AGM………..

This year I will be the apprentice or trainee of Anna Tabone ,our international president. With the support
of all of you and the board members, I am sure it will be an educational, interesting, amazing, heart
warming year.

But who am I???
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I would like you to meet my family: my husband Martin, my son Jef and my daughter Kathleen. Kathleen is
24 and Jef is 23 years old.
We have a dog called Elisabeth. In the first picture ,she is 11 weeks old. and 11 months old in the following
pic. As you can see she likes a good cup of coffee!

We live in Belgium in a very nice city called: Genk. It is situated in the east of Belgium, near Maastricht in
the Netherlands. Because it was a former ‘mining’ city it’s a very multicultural town.

Until 2017 I was a teacher in a secondary school in Genk. I learned my students everything about nutrition.
At this moment I work in a program around healthy lifestyle and children with obesity. Challenging!!
My hobbies are cycling, cooking, cultural activities, travelling, gardening, enjoying nature and of course
Agora.
Ladies circle was my first service club and out of LC I started Agora Club Genk in 2010.
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After a few years I was ready for a new agora challenge so I became president of Agora Club Belgium .

During my time as president of AC Belgium I enjoyed working together with the National board. What I
especially enjoyed during my time as president is getting to know the different clubs in Belgium, organising
the first Belgian Get Together, organising the AGM in my garden, being part of the crew of Eyes for the
World and being present at charters of new clubs. I experienced a ‘heart warming’ agora ‘family’.

And now I am ready for my international commitment, as vice international president!
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YIF,
Agora greetings,
Chris Helsen International vice president

• Whatts app: +32 476221284
• Email: chris.helsen@grieten.org / Helsen.c@gmail.com
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My dear Friends,
What a great year as ACI President I had in 17-18!
One year seems to be very long but finally is so short… I tried to use
every moment to meet you, work with you but also be present in
my own club, the AC 39 Hyères, at work for my patients and earn
money.
You gave me so much during this year that I will never forget and will cherish every minute
of it, specially the moments we spent together with lots of discussions, laugh, fun and
friendship.
I will not repeat in this newsletter what I wrote in my year report, you could find in the ACI
Booklet on our website, but I could say that I am very proud of you!
Proud of you who came so numerus to attend our ACI AGM in Gent… More than 470
registrations and only one country was missing (AC Botswana)!!! It is an amazing record!!!
Proud of your commitment during the year and all you did for your Agora Country, EFTW

and ACI…
Proud of the Conference Committee directed by Veerle De Jonge, Convenor, and Danielle
Gardin, co-Convenor, who made an amazing work. I had dreamt of it and they made it even
much better than in my dreams!
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Proud of the reflections and discussions you had during the Councillors Meeting.

Chido, AC Zimbabwe i.f. & Christiane, AC
Luxembourg i.f. reading ACI aims & objectives

Proud of you who dressed beautifully your flag colors during the Parade, the first one in
Agora Conference! What a success!!! While watching you, my eyes got full of colors and full
of stars!!!
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Proud of you during the Welcome Party, seeing
you having so much fun, dancing, laughing,

talking with
your old friends and
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Proud of all of us during the ACI AGM in the beautiful historic Aula of the University of
Gent… What an assembly! All of you, in front of us, what a great memory for us!!!

Proud to have given the
trophies to France, The
Netherlands and Norway for
the best increase in your
countries… 10% in total for
you all!!!

Proud to have the complete International Round Table Family with us: Kenza Sbihi, LCI
President 18-19; Paula Farnfield, TCI President 18-19; Yann Tavernier, RTI President 17-18;
Fabrice Stevens, RTI CEE Chairman 18-19; Luc Trigaux, 41 Club Int. VP 18-19 and Didier Van

Calster 41 Club Int Treasurer 18-19.
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Thanks to all of you for attending our ACI
Conference and the first meeting of the
President of representative of the
International RT Family.
Proud to have given the Presidential Jewels
to my dear VP Anna Tabone who will do and has already done a great job as ACI President. I
wish her and her board a fabulous year!
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Thanks to the French delegation to be so numerous and to honor me with the “golden
clover” from the French RT Family (Quatalagor) during the ACI AGM

And with an awesome French Cancan during the Gala Dinner!

Thanks to my National Presidents for your friendship and for your nice gifts, I took the time
to open them when I was back home
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Thanks to Sandy and Veerle for all they did through our ISP EFTW to give a better eyesight to
people in need

Thanks to my dear Boardies (Anna, Ursula,
Yvonne, Maria Erla), my Dream-Team for this
amazing year together.
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I will never forget…

During one year, you opened your eyes and your heart to do more…. Please, continue to do
so as “a little help makes a big difference”…

Lots of Love,
Isabelle
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To be honest then my last year on a journey as ACI
Secretary has been time consuming, challenging, big
learning curve and most in important a lot of fun.
The second board meeting took place in Malta last January
and I was so looking forward to meet my fellow Agora
board members. About 3 months had passed since we met
the last time in Malta. But then, unfortunately, I got sick.
Then in April, the Board meeting three was in Austria. It was my first time in beautiful Austria
and I was made very welcome by all the great Austrian Agora ladies. On the first four days, we
spent a lot of time working on Agora topics and then we headed to Pörtschach to join the AGM
41 International.
The board meeting 4 was then in October or the week before the AGM in Gent, Belgium. We
were home hosted by Yvonne Houben, ACI Treasurer 2016-2018, and her lovely husband Jos.
After the board meeting the highlight of the Agora year took place or the AGM in Gent,
Belgium. It was my first Agora AGM as an ACI secretary…what an experience. I have to say that
it is a privileged to belong to the Agora world and get to take part in such a great event as the
AGM truly is. I have to admit that it was intense work, sometimes stressing but…. it was
amazing in every way.
Thank you all from the bottom of my heart for the support and the friendship.
María Erla Hilmarsdóttir,
ACI Secretary 2017-2019
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Hi my name is Vandana pronounced One - thena. Originally from Pune, India, now a US citizen
and have lived in Washington State for 27 years. I
have enjoyed working with Agora USA on a local
and national level and hope to contribute with
my abilities and ideas assisting in this organization
on the international level. I hope to be able
to streamline the financial processes and
hopefully leave a more easily managed financial
system in place. I would love for the next
treasurer to step into the position with a very
clear insight into the processes that need to be followed in order to manage the finances of the
organization.

I know I will take much more away from being on the Agora International Board than I could
ever expect to give back. I hope to build worldwide friendships and keep these special
friendships throughout the rest of my life. The women in this organization are so generous and
giving. There is so much that I will learn by being part of this organization and I hope to cherish
and nurture these friendships for my lifetime. We as women need each other and grow from
our friendships and interactions together. Many of us don't know each other yet but t I hope
my time on the International Board changes this and we become great friends inside and
outside of Agora!

Yours in love and continued friendship,
Vandana Deodhar ACI Treasurer 2018-20
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When our President Anna asked me to write something about my time on the International Board, I really
did not know where to begin and what to tell you.
Let me start from the very beginning. First of all, I am really happy to be member of Agora Club Tangent
Germany. Although I have never been a member of Ladies‘ Circle, I was asked to be National Secretary, Club
President, then National President of Agora Club Tangent Germany and finally President of Agora Club
International! I am so grateful that in our organisation every lady has the same opportunities if she was a LCmember or not.
I was lucky enough to meet ladies like Bärbel, Veronika, Kelly and Sandy who asked me, no pushed me to
put my candidacy forward. Without them, I would most probably never have dared to stand for president.
But it is faisable, - you just have to jump in at the deep end!
„Non, je ne regrette rien“, I have no regrets!
It was definitely a wonderful, life changing experience, I would not have missed for anything in the world.
As VP I observed, learned and tried to understand and I thought to be well prepared. But once in position, I
realized that suddenly I had a really busy job and I still had to learn so much more. In the beginning I struggled
with my language skills when I had to write speaches, reports and lead board meetings in English … and other
languages. Very often, at the end of the day, I mixed up English, German and French!
During three years, I worked hard, (as any other board member!) improved my language skills and learned
every day. I had to face challenges, overcome fears, be attentive, consiliant, patient and - strong. But after
all, I also knew how to celebrate, dance and to have fun!!!
Luckily, we were a super team, I met so many lovely people alongside my way, I met old friends and I made
new ones within the five international organisations around the world.
I really travelled a lot, attended so many interesting events - but three of them really touched me the most
and will forever stay in my heart:
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„Eyes For The World“ Project in Zambia.

I knew everything about our ISP but what a difference it makes, when you are part of the project and you
are working together with the convenors and the Agora ladies. With the help of Sandy and Koen I learned
how to screen the children, to detect if one or both eyes were affected. Together we gave out about 250
self-adjustable spectacles.
The smile of the children and the thankfulness of the elderly, who so much appreciated our help, warmed
and touched my heart. Since then I love this project more than ever and I am happy that we can help so
many children and elderly to see better and thus improve their quality of life.
I hope this project will go on for a long time!
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„Sail of Hope“ in France, Côte d’Azur

A French side-by side-project, were children are invited on a sailing cruise for a week to recover from severe
cancer treatments. On each boat a team of LC, RT, 41 or Agora took care of two kids, boys or girls. All these
kids arrived in St. Raphael, in the South of France, very shy, pale and mostly tired. A medical team with
doctors and nurses followed the boats to provide tests, medical treatments and to assure a correct and
regular medication.
I was part of the Agora team which took care of two young girls, Eline and Melinda. A special program had
been prepared by monitors for the afternoons for all the kids. Every evening had a special theme and the
kids liked to danse and play in their fancy costumes.
To see the same kids one week later, sun tanned, happy, running around, laughing and joking, made the
taughest man cry. The parents themselves hardly recognized their kids, who were bursting of self confidence
and joy.
What a wonderful project! What a huge organisation to assure the logistics behind the scenes! „Chapeau“
for the organizing team!
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„Christmas Parcel Konvoi“, Germany
„Weinachtspäckchenkonvoi“ „Kinder helfen Kindern“ „Kids help kids“ is a huge German service project,
running for over 17 years now. Year after year, members of LC, RT, Old Table and Agora Club Tangent
Germany bring Christmas parcels to children in Moldavia, Ukraine, Bulgaria and Romania.

Last year I was part of the Brasov-Team. We spent about 24 hours in the bus, we slept in the bus and
prepared coffee and sandwiches for the bus and truck drivers. We brushed our teeth in the toilets of a
supermarket.;) Once arrived in Brasov, we were welcomed by our Agora Ladies, Round, Tablers and 41ers.
Every day we prepared the delivery for kindergardens, schools and orphanages and gave out hundreds of
gifts. We were ladies, tablers, 41ers and Agora-Tangents working side-by-side to give moments of happiness
to children and teenagers in the outskirts of Brasov. I already appreciated this project before, but only now
I understand the huge work and the challenge of the logistics behind this service project. Incredible! Hat off
for the organizing-team and all participants.
Three years on the international board is a lifechanging, enriching, fulfilling and fun experience. I met
wonderful ladies, we were a super team and we became really good friends. We laughed together, we cried
together, we supported each other and carried each other through rough times.
I am really thankful for this experience, for having met so many lovely and kind people around the world. I
have found friends for a lifetime and I am happy to know that we can count on each other now and in the
future.
Love you my forever-friends,

Ursula
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Agora Club International means the world to me, and it was a true pleasure
working with a great team for two years — you even inspired me to make a lot
of new friends for life.
Thanks for giving me the opportunity to grow with you.
See you at the next conference in Morocco.

With love
Yvonne Houben – ACI Treasurer 2016-2018
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- THE DECISION :
Shall we or shall we not? We brainstormed, debated and
discussed…and by the time of the ACI Conference in Milan 2016,
we were ready to hand in our application to organise the ACI
Conference in Belgium.
And you all voted YES! Yipieeee 

- THE CITY
Next challenge : where oh where in our beautiful little country
shall we host the conference? We talked about Namur, thought
about Bruges, debated about Antwerp…but in the end we
decided on GENT : “Europe’s best kept secret” (and no it’s not
us who said that, but The Lonely Planet  )
Gent is known in Belgium as fierce, strong willed and proud,
friendly and trendy…and don’t these adjectives also
characterize our Agora ladies worldwide ?
Gent & Agora would prove to be a PERFECT MATCH !

- THE TEAM
We started off with 2 (Veerle De Jonge & Daniëlle Gardin), and
soon expanded to a core-committee of 5 together with
Pascaline Deckers, Karin Chaffart and Anne-Marie Delsaerdt.
Since we decided that it would not be 1 Club who would
organise the Conference, but AC Belgium, we felt several
belgian clubs should be represented : Danielle and Ingrid from
West Flanders, Veerle and Karin from East Flanders, Pascaline
from the South of Belgium and Anne-Marie from NorthCentral Belgium. And of course members of the AC Belgian
Board were always invited : Ingrid Ediers, Carine Everaert,
Marleen Bollen joined us for most of the meetings.
Since we did not outsource the organisation to an event
agency, we soon realised that some reinforcement was
needed and Ans Cammaert, Karine Van Der Cruyssen and
Mimi De Maere joined our group.
Each of us steered one of the belgian clubs for the different
events such as welcome at airports and stations, escort to the
different events,
28 the parade and welcome party, the busses
and trains, visits in Gent, Bruges and Brussels, the AGM, the
Gala.

- THE MOTTO AND LOGO
Gent has such a juicy and fun local lingo, that we felt we
simply HAD to incorporate that in our logo! “Vree Wijs”
means : “Very cool” and what a challenge it would be to hear
it pronounced from Iceland to Zambia, from the US to Israel!
Next to the Gingko Biloba leaf, the logo also incorporated the
3 famous towers of Gent, so well known now by all who were
present.

- THE WEBSITE
An important tool for information, communication and
registration was the ACI2018 website. Veerle designed it,
and Dirk (Veerle’s husband) hocus pocussed to make it
work and get it on-line. André (Pascaline’s husband) made
sure the online registration page was efficient and clear.
Yip….imagine which subject was the topic in those 2
bedrooms during 2 years   

- THE PROMOTION OF THE CONFERENCE
Remember “the green wave” in Malta? No less then 35
Belgian ladies were there to promote our Vree Wijs
conference with flashy green blouses, a crazy song and
most of all lots and lots of enthusiasm 

On the conference website, on the ACI website, in the ACI
Newsletters, on facebook : Vree Wijs was everywhere!
We kept you posted, and counted down together with you
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- THE JOB
Yes, make no mistake, it was a huge job ! Many meetings,
phonecalls, many hours of planning, writing agenda’s, counting,
doubting, listening, thinking about ideas, making scenario’s,
driving around, budgetting, worrying, concerning about
breaking even, filling conference bags, making nametags,
menu’s, finding sponsors, articles for our conference booklet
(first time!), registrations, meetings with caterers, DJ’s, making
ànd waiting for payments etc etc…
For myself personally as Conference convener the challenge
was to manage and coach the team and keeping it enthusiastic
and positive, which really wasn’t difficult with such a great team
. The support for each other was immense, the good-will
heartwarming. But admittedly : we had some difficult moments
too, which I think is normal when working so intensly together.
These moments formed and consolidated the committee even
more and accentuated the passion we all had for this great
project. We all agreed : these are memories and friendships for
life! 

-THE RESULT
We could see you liked what we offered you and we were
confident that the weekend was succesfull : we could see it in
your smiles, your fun, your dancing on tables, your pats on the
shoulder, your enthusiasm, your looking around in awe when
entering the Aula of the AGM, your singing, your laughter, your
little thank you notes after the conference, your sweet
messages on facebook.
A big thank you to Isabelle and her board for the nice cooperation and warm support.
A huge thank you to all of you dearest Agora ladies (and partners) from all around the world for being
there. For enjoying the beauty and history of Gent,
and the beauty of international friendship!

You came as friends, but you left as family !
Veerle De Jonge
Conference convener Vree 30
Wijs Conference 2018 in Gent

We were extremely saddened to hear that Sonia Estoppey, former International Secretary of
Agora, and member of Agora Lausanne, passed away.
Our sincere condolences to her family, and her many friends.
May she rest in peace.

Sonia during the AGM in Gent last October
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The damage of for one of our Agora Ladies, Sonja Trojer, after the break of the dam is terrible.
Her house and fisch farm were under a flood of 1.70 m of water and mud.
She need help, she needs us. "A little help makes a big difference"

On 30.10.2018 in the area of the Waidegger Gail bridge after heavy rains the dam was broken.
Our factory was completely flooded. The 15 ponds of the fish farm and the seedling basins in
the hall, the slaughter room, the workshop, the sales room, the museum, the garage, the
storerooms, the kitchen, the guest rooms and the toilet facilities of the company stood at a
height of 1 70m under water.

Further, the residential house or a consulting room on the ground floor, the grounds were
flooded a large barn and a wooden hut.
All rooms contained furniture, machinery, tractor, items that were damaged to the point of
being unusable.
We clear up for days. The fire brigades and friends and the family have done an incredible job.
The more cleaned up, the more I realize that almost everything is missing. There were between
30 and 50 people on the site for 4 days and helped to clean up the mud and clean up items that
are already bulky.
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As good as we could we found what is already missing, we try to salvage solid wood tables and
armchairs. Whether we manage to do that will only be seen in spring.
We live on the shady side and have no sun for 2 months. Whether the walls and various objects
survive that we do not know.
Operation (already bulky waste):
• Carpets
• Radiator
• upholstery
• boxes
• Decoration
• Armchair
• Tables
• doors
• tavern
• partly dishes / glasses
• floors
• shelves
• Networks
• bucket
• various items necessary for the
operation of a company
• Only to be determined after this year's
winter:
Walls, wooden ceilings, wooden walls,
remaining doors, door sills, children's
toys, gas stoves, plate warmers, tiles,
wooden windows, window sills.
Residential house - ground floor (already bulky waste):
• parquet floors
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• parquet floors
• Boxes
• Furniture
• Tables
• couch
• Gas boiler
• all office supplies / stationery / leaflets / business cards
• Doors
• about 200 books of my life coaching
• all bookkeeping, almost all files (one part we ironed)
• Only to be determined after this year's winter:
Walls, doorsticks, door, wooden windows, corner seat, the stairs, ect.
The entire extent ... I cannot determine yet. I cannot figure it out either.

Fish stock:
The loss of the fish is enormous, I had all except one pond occupied that are 14 ponds. They
were washed away or suffocated in the mud. We had trout, char, trout, salmon trout from 1 to
5 years old in the area.
When spraying the basin, we noticed that almost all were gone, of the approximately 6.5 tons,
we found about 200 kg.
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I can estimate the loss of the fish:
• Loss of fish breeding Zerza:
• If I sold half of it in the bar, the sum would be included
€ 95,000
• plus the sum of the farm shop of about € 27,000
Electrical appliances / current:
We have lost 152 electrical appliances. From the mixer to the cold stores.
The entire electrical system including distributors was under water.
Our newly invested biological wastewater
treatment plant € 30.000 .-- and our UV drinking
water plant as well as the gas tank were flooded.
The car of my husband Klaus was swept along with
the flood - total loss
We still have no power to start dehumidifying the
buildings.
I did not mention many different little things. They
belong, however
to the expiration of the operation to it.
Insurance:
The insurance pays € 15,000 for the company
building.
For the house € 8,000.-immediately. Eventually again 8,000. -As part of household insurance is.
For the electrical appliances comes an appraiser. If we are lucky, we get something replaced.
The fish are not replaced.
This is my current level of knowledge and I hope they have a little insight. Since the fish costs
alone exceed 100,000 euros, I estimated that the total cost will be several hundred thousand
euros.
Support would be a great help as I want to rebuild the business. It will not work without help.
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Support would be a great help as I want to rebuild the business. It will not work without help.
It will cost me not only the material but also many working hours, if it will ever be the same as it
was I do not know. Fish farming has been around since 1964, the place since 1974. It was the
life's work of my grandparents. I took
over everything directly from you in
1991. I was happy to continue
running the company. In the last 27
years, it has also become my life's
work and secured my existence.
It's good that there are people who
make me feel like I'm not alone.
I am happy about any help.
Sonja Trojer
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The early bird registration for the Agora HYM, the AGM for the 41ers and TCI in Brussels 2019
15th December 2018. The homepage of 41ers International www.41clubinternational.com
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